Looking for a direct replacement to your existing Android™ or other MicroUSB powered devices with the assurance of an integral charge cable that cannot be lost?

The LMS Data C-USB-POWER-2A-MI is a low cost but effective all-in-one charger, featuring an integral 1.5m (approx) MicroUSB charge cable. Ideal for popular Android™ devices, its also ideal for other compatible digital devices as as GPS, Dash Cams, Charging stations and some wearable technologies.

With an improved charge rate of 2 Amps means that it can charge new, higher capacity batteries in reduced time and of course power more demanding devices.

**specifications:**

- **Single USB charging interface**
- **Compact, UK style with integral MicroUSB cable**
- **Generous 1.5 metre cable - ideal for desk or wall**
- **Universal voltage selection - 110v -220v, 50-60Hz**
- **Output voltage - 5VDC @ 2000mA**
- **Ideal for Android™ devices, Dash cam and GPS***

* Check if compatible with your device

Convenient charging for your MicroUSB devices
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